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Shoplifting

"Shoplifting" generally refers to the theft of merchandise from a store or place of business. Shoplifting is a type of larceny

, which simply means taking the property of someone else without their permission, and with the intent to permanently

depr ive the owner of the property taken.

Though states may punish shoplifting under their general larceny or theft statutes, many states have enacted statutes to

specifically address shoplifting. States may refer to the crime by different names, including "retail theft" and "concealment

of merchandise."

These state laws var y widely, but generally, shoplifting offenses includes two elements:

1. willfully concealing or taking possession of items being offered for sale; and

2. the intent to deprive the items’ rightful owner (typically the store) of possession of the items, without paying the pur-

chase price.

Cr ucially, this means that in most states, one can break shoplifting laws without attempting to get out of a store with stolen

goods. Simply concealing merchandise, inside or outside the store, will often be enough. One must have the intent to take

the item from the store, how ever, many states consider the act of concealing merchandise to be evidence of intent.

In addition to hiding an item to avoid paying for it, shoplifting laws also make it illegal to take actions to avoid paying the full

purchase price for an item. This can include altering price tags, manipulating merchandise, and putting goods into different

containers or packaging to avoid paying all or part of the purchase price.

Severity of Shoplifting Charges

Like charges for other types of theft, the severity of shoplifting charges generally depends on the value of the goods

involved. If firearms, explosives or incendiary devices are shoplifted, the severity of charges increases in many states.

States laws often include a range of charges, and can allow prosecutors discretion in deciding which charges to pursue in

a given case. In many states, the range of shoplifting charges runs from a low lev el " infraction ," to misdemeanor , up to

differ ing degrees of felony charges. In some states, any shoplifting offense will be charged as at least a misdemeanor.

Often, the prosecutor will be able to choose between multiple levels of charges. Prior criminal convictions, specifically prior

theft convictions, regular ly play a large part in the prosecutor’s decision of which charge to pursue. In some states, prior

theft convictions automatically result in a more severe charge.

Typically, infractions result in a fine. Depending on the state, misdemeanor charges may result in jail time (less than one

year), probation and/or a fine. Felonies may result in a longer jail sentence, probation and/or a larger fine.

State laws var y widely in the severity of shoplifting charges. In some places, any shoplifting offense may result in a jail

sentence.

In-Store Detention of Shoplifters

Because shoplifting poses a large threat to retailers, the issue of how far they can go in attempts to stop shoplifters has a

long history.

Pr ivate citizens generally may not legally hold people against their will. Doing so opens the door to civil and even criminal

liability for false imprisonment. However, many states have enacted statutes specifically authorizing stores and their

employees to detain suspected shoplifters in certain circumstances. These laws serve to protect the stores from lawsuits

claiming false imprisonment or false arrest.

Though these laws var y, store owners and their employees generally are allowed to detain an individual when they have

probable cause to suspect shoplifting. However, any such detention of a suspected shoplifter must be reasonable in length

and manner. Detentions without probable cause, for an unreasonable amount of time, or in an unreasonable manner may

leave the store open to liability for false imprisonment and possibly other claims.
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What constitutes probable cause to suspect shoplifting comes down to case by case specifics. Mere suspicion typically

will not suffice. Most states require that the store or its employees have evidence which would lead a reasonable person to

believe that shoplifting had occurred or was in progress. If the store bases its detention of a suspected shoplifter on infor-

mation from a non-employee infor mer, that infor mer must have a reasonable basis for suspecting shoplifting.

The appropriate length of detention also comes down to case by case specifics. How ever, detention continued for the pur-

pose of securing a confession from the suspect, or for the purpose of getting the suspect to sign a waiver of store liability,

would be considered unreasonable under many states’ laws. Such detentions could leave a store open to liability for false

impr isonment.

In terms of the manner of detention, the use of excessive force may be deemed unreasonable. An unreasonable manner

of detention could leave the store and its employees open to liability for false imprisonment and possibly other claims,

such as assault or batter y .

Conclusion

Shoplifting is a type of theft involving the taking or concealment of items being offered for sale. Depending on state law

and factors including the value of items shoplifted, it may be charged as an infraction, a misdemeanor or a felony, and may

result in incarceration, probation and/or a fine.
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